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Abstract

Attackers have come to leverage exploits precipitated
by system vulnerabilities and lapses by using malware
which otherwise tends to be noisy as it generates un-
usual network traffic and system calls. Such noise is usu-
ally captured by intrusion detection systems. Therefore,
malware-free intrusions which generate little noise if any
at all, are especially attractive to APT actors because
they covertly use normal applications making it hard for
intrusion detection systems. In this paper, we consider
malware-free intrusions by formulating representations of
system security states using Boolean logic in the scenario
of a backdoor attack utilizing system implementation of
pre-authentication services. We further derive, from the
generated attack scenarios, a Bayesian security assess-
ment model based on the environmental parameters of
the experimental test-bed based on the backdoor attack
via RDP-based remote access. The malware-free intru-
sion based on RDP backdoor attack is successfully run on
five different versions of operating systems.

Keywords: Advanced Persistent Threat (APT); Bayesian
Network; Boolean Logic; Malware-Free Intrusion

1 Introduction

Cyber networks today, the Internet inclusive, are plagued
with a myriad of attacks all directed against Confidential-
ity, Integrity and Availability aspects of security. Attacks
against these tenets of security, perpetrated by threat ac-
tors in the form of insider or outsider attackers [14], are
categorized as either targeted or untargeted [5]. Advanced
Persistent Threats (APT) belong to the latter classifica-
tion and are thus carefully crafted owing to their nature
since substantial knowledge of the victim is required prior
to a successful attack. APT actors seek to maintain a long
stealthy presence to further their attacks. Since the ulti-
mate goal is not just to compromise a system and vacate

in the shortest time possible but rather uphold the unde-
tected presence feature, mechanisms and techniques em-
ployed to achieve the desired intrusion play a vital role.
Attackers therefore use complex techniques to compro-
mise systems which include leveraging vulnerabilities in
system software, flaw in design and implementation of
a security system as well as ignorance of a benign user.
APT attackers use special malware with characteristics
different from conventional malware in that such malware
may hibernate and remain dormant for long periods be-
fore initiating the actual attack or beacon back to the
Command and Control (C2) for further directives [22].
But the presence of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
present a higher chance of discovery against such mal-
ware even as its signature and activities might not escape
the eye of the IDS. Since the noise generated by malware
in form of network activity, issuance of system calls and
signature of the malware itself form the basis upon which
IDSs detect such malware [12, 16, 18], an ideal intrusion
appealing to the attacker would be one that operates out-
side the realms of the aforementioned detection parame-
ters.

Malware-free intrusions fit well in the above desirable
intrusion requirement because they utilize normal system
files and processes to covertly achieve their goal. The net-
work activity generated by normal system processes, asso-
ciated system calls and even their file signature values all
fall under the threshold for normal file classification of the
IDS. Attackers have therefore come to exploit shortfalls
in the security implementation of systems without using
malware to attain the desired malware-free intrusion. One
such leveraged security shortfall which has seen consider-
able usage by various APT actors is the accessibility ser-
vices backdoor [4, 15]. The attack pursued via this route
avails the attacker system level access without logging in
at all. Access is achieved by invoking corresponding ac-
cessibility keystrokes on a compromised system and this
access is also possible over the network through RDP-
based remote access. We explore two attack vectors ema-
nating from the attack space cast by the aforementioned
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backdoor attack. We employ a conceptual finite state au-
tomaton to deduce state equations representative of the
various system security states relative to the pursued at-
tack vector and use attack tree analysis for formulation
of the security assessment model based on Bayesian in-
ference. We carry out experimental attack tests on an IP
network with different versions of operating systems and
associated security implementations.

This paper is organized as follows: the second section
encompasses state model formulation and analysis whilst
the experimental test-bed is discussed in the third section.
The security assessment model is derived in section four
and we conclude the paper in the fifth section.

2 Model Formulation and Analy-
sis

The accessibility backdoor considered in this paper af-
fects Windows operating systems from Windows XP to
Windows 10. Though we do not include server versions
of Windows operating system, we contend that the tech-
niques employed herein are applicable thereto provided
the server operating system in contention ships with ac-
cessibility services and RDP-based remote access, which
is the case by default.

2.1 Transitions of System Security States

We construct a conceptual model, as depicted in Figure
1, by employing a finite state machine where the secu-
rity status of the given system is defined by the state of
three attack vectors. The first two attack vectors pur-
sued henceforth are the backdoor implantation variants
through which system level access is made available at
pre-login before authentication while the third vector is
activation of remote access using the system inbuilt Ter-
minal Services.
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Figure 1: State transition diagram of system security
states

The four states of the system are denoted by Sn, where

n increments by a single binary unit upon successful im-
plementation of a given attack vector. Transitions from
one state to another are denoted by Tn and we use binary
state encoding for security state assignment and thus de-
note the states as follows:

• S000 - the initial secure state of the system in the
absence of pursuance of all the three attack vectors.

• S001 - the state of the system when only one of the
three attack vectors is successfully pursued.

• S010 - the state of the system when any two of the
three attack vectors are successfully pursued.

• S011 - the state of the system when all the three at-
tack vectors are successfully pursued.

It is evident from Figure 1 that transitions T1, T3 and T5
are induced by successful pursuance of the associated at-
tack vectors thereby inducing state transitions from S000

to S001, S010 and S011 respectively. On the contrary T2,
T4 and T6 are as a result of mitigating the associated se-
curity breaches emanating from the corresponding attack
vectors. Transitions T7, T9 and T12 are perturbed by an
increment in the number of successfully pursued attack
vectors whereas transition T8, T10 and T11 reflect the op-
posite. It should be noted however that the order in which
the attack vectors are pursued, hence the corresponding
state transition, is not relevant but rather the fact that
the attack vector is pursued unto completion.

Let the result of backdoor implantation by the first
attack vector via replacement of accessibility executable
binary in the %systemroot% \system32 directory be de-
noted by the binary variable α. And let the result of
backdoor implantation by the second attack vector via
the system registry be denoted by the binary variable β.
Lastly, let the result of activation of RDP-based remote
access via system registry alteration be denoted by the
binary variable γ. Thus with regards these three binary
variables, the security status of the system at any given
instance can be formulated as a Boolean function:

Sn(α, β, γ), where α, β, γ ∈ N2

Consequently since α, β, γ ∈ {0, 1}, it follows henceforth
that the false values (binary 0) i.e. when the result of
backdoor implantation and RDP-based remote access are
unsuccessful thereby inducing no security breach are de-
noted by way of complementation, hence yielding the vari-
ables ᾱ, β̄ and γ̄. The possible system security states are
given by:

q = log2n (1)

where q, n ∈ N+ are the state variables and number of
states respectively. Therefore the cardinality Sn for the
binary variables α, β and γ using Equation (1) is;

|Sn| = 8 where n is {n : n ∈ N+, 0 6 n 6 3}
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The 8 states are spread across S000, S001, S010 and S011

and we use these to construct the corresponding truth
table and k-maps to derive state binary equations repre-
sentative of the various system security states. Since the
input combinations of all states are identical, we use one
integrated table instead of four where we only differenti-
ate the output. The resulting truth table of all possible
states at any instance is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Truth table for possible security states

Input Bin. Variables Output State Sn

V ar1α V ar2β V ar3γ S000/S001/S010/S011

F F F 1/0/0/0

F F T 0/1/0/0

F T F 0/1/0/0

F T T 0/0/1/0

T F F 0/1/0/0

T F T 0/0/1/0

T T F 0/0/1/0

T T T 0/0/0/1

The security requirement of the initial state S000 dic-
tates that there be no breach in the system implying that
all input variables be false. This implies a conjunctive
Boolean AND operation on all the three complemented
input variables. To derive the state equation, we employ
the K-map in Figure 2 below and apply the Product of
Sums (POS) on the dotted groups and Sum Of Products
(SOP) on the solid group for equation validation.
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Figure 2: K-map for the single state S000

We use the canonical disjunctive normal form of the max-
terms corresponding to the dotted groups of 0 s and thus
derive the complemented equation for the initial state:

S̄000(α, β, γ) = α · β̄ + β + γ

Applying the De Morgan theorem and applicable Boolean
identities, we derive the Equation (2) representative of
this first secure state:

∴ S000(α, β, γ) = ᾱ · β̄ · γ̄ where α, β, γ ∈ N2 (2)

The state Equation (2) validates with one obtained via
SOP of the minterms of the solid group.

When one and only one of the three attack vectors is
pursued to fruition in the initial state, the security status

of the system transitions via T1 from state S000 to 3 pos-
sible states of S001. We use the K-map below in Figure 3
derived from the integrated truth Table 1 to deduce the
state equations representative of the new system state.
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Figure 3: K-map for three possible S001 states

We order the (α, β) variable pair in our K-maps in the
sequence 01 → 11 and not 01 → 10 so as to avoid race
conditions and static hazards. Therefore, in view of the
aforementioned, the isolated groups of 1 s and 0 s in our
K-maps do not denote “don’t care”entries but are rather
inputs of the SOP and POS minterms and maxterms re-
spectively. The equations representative of the new state
are thus minimized via SOP as:

S001(α, β, γ) = ᾱ · β · γ̄ + β̄ (α⊕ γ)

S001(α, β, γ) = α · β̄ · γ̄ + ᾱ (β ⊕ γ)

S001(α, β, γ) = ᾱ · β̄ · γ + γ̄ (α⊕ β)

∴ S001(α, β, γ) = {α, β, γ | ᾱ ·β · γ̄+α · β̄ · γ̄+ ᾱ · β̄ ·γ} (3)

The state Equation (3), depicting the three possible states
of S001, correlates with canonical disjunctive normal form
of the POS where the maxterms correspond to the dotted
groups of 0 s in Figure 3, hence the validation.

If another attack vector of the remaining two is pursued
to completion whilst in state S001, the system transitions
via T7 to any of the three possible states of S010 bringing
the sum of successfully pursued attack vectors to 2. The
K-map for these three new possible states is shown below
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: K-map for three possible S010 states

The sequence for variable pair ordering on the horizontal
axis in Figure 4 likewise follows suit as that of Figure
3. We therefore employ the SOP based on this K-map
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to derive the equations representative of the three new
possible states:

S010(α, β, γ) = ᾱ · β · γ + α (β ⊕ γ)

S010(α, β, γ) = α · β̄ · γ + β (α⊕ γ)

S010(α, β, γ) = α · β · γ̄ + γ (α⊕ β)

∴ S010(α, β, γ) = {α, β, γ | ᾱ ·β ·γ+α · β̄ ·γ+α ·β · γ̄} (4)

The Equation (4) depicts the three possible states with
only two attack vectors yielding fruition. Likewise it cor-
relates with its dual obtained by the canonical disjunctive
normal form of the POS maxterms, hence the validation.

Now that the system is in a state with two attack vec-
tors pursued to completion hence two system breaches,
there only remains one attack vector to be pursued which
transitions the system into the final state S011. We yet
again use a K-map, Figure 5, to derive the state equation
representative of this new state.
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Figure 5: K-map for the final state S011

We this time employ POS of the maxterms of the canoni-
cal disjunctive normal form of the dotted groups yielding:

S̄011(α, β, γ) = α · β̄ + ᾱ+ γ̄

We further minimize the equation with Boolean identities
to find the final compact status equation as:

S011(α, β, γ) = α · β · γ where α, β, γ ∈ N2 (5)

This final equation is validated from the K-map by com-
puting the SOP of the single solid group of 1 s. It is
apparent from Equation (5) that the system cannot tran-
sition into any less secure state than S011 because all the
attack vectors have been exhausted and the equation it-
self is a Boolean conjunctive AND operation on all the
three variables.

According to the derived four state equations, the eight
states from Equation (1) are partitioned as follows:

• One state in S000 denoted by Equation (2);

• Three states in S001 denoted by Equation (3);

• Three states in S010 denoted by Equation (4);

• One state in S011 denoted by Equation (5).

Notwithstanding the aforementioned, not all the eight
states represent a successful attack though they might
imply the presence of a breach due to a specific pursued
attack vector. We are now therefore tasked to find out
which combinations of pursued attack vectors lead to a
successful malware-free intrusion attack. We address this
task in the proceeding sub-section where we describe the
attack model.

2.2 Attack Modeling and Analysis

We approach attack modeling based on conceptual units
[2,8,17] where such discrete units serve as the basic build-
ing blocks of the attack. The threat actor who is an at-
tacking agent, executes a series of actions to obtain assets
as pivots for reaching the final goal. Therefore our model
comprises four units namely assets, actions, agents and
goals.

2.2.1 Model Units Formulation

Assets: Assets are anything the attacker needs to acquire
not only for optimal output but for actualization of
the attack itself as well. In our context, assets include
but are not limited to information about a victim
host such as IP address, open ports and their associ-
ated protocols, underlying operating system, service
banner information etc. This is the knowledge do-
main that the attacking agent has of the target in
contention.

Actions: Actions are steps of sequential phases that con-
stitute an attack. Actions have preconditions which
foster acquisition of a sought after asset, that is to
say that the outcome of an action is whether the asset
is acquired or not. The actions in our setting include
initiation of the pursuance of the earlier mentioned
attack vectors, finding target hosts in the environ-
ment, invocation of console system level access via
appropriate keystroke combinations etc.

Agents: Agents are the subject of any given attack sce-
nario whose actions are directed towards a specified
object. They can broadly be distinguished as hu-
man or software actors. The agent in our consider-
ation is a highly skilled technical human actor with
a considerable sophistication of stealthiness and non-
traceability.

Goals: Goals represents a request knowing all action out-
comes which in turn complete the associated assets.
Goals are differentiated depending on the context,
and in ours, goals include establishment of a remote
access connection via the RDP protocol provided
that the port scan action returned a value that Ter-
minal Services are available on a target host.

Having defined the components of our model, we now
integrate them into attack tress for modeling and analysis.
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2.2.2 Attack Tree Modeling Integration and
Analysis

The units of the preceding subsection are integrated into
an attack tree [13] for modeling and analysis. Here we
describe the backdoor attack against a victim host where
the nodes, represented by the model units, require com-
plete execution of children nodes to reach the root node
which is the sought after system level access via RDP-
based remote access. The nodes are either conjunctive
AND nodes or disjunctive OR nodes. All children of an
AND node need to return a true value if the parent node
is to execute successfully while only one or more of an
OR node need to be true to accomplish the same. The
resultant attack tree is shown in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6: Attack Tree for backdoor attack

The root node is denoted by G0 which is acquisition of
system level access over the network. This is achieved by
pursuing the sub-goals originating from the lower leaves.
The rest of the nodes are denoted as follows: G1 –RDP
Remote Access Activation, G2 –SystemRoot Bin. Re-
placement, G3 –Registry Debugger Conf., G4 –Local Priv-
ilege Escalation, Gj+ denotes a set of nodes decomposed
into conjunctive AND or disjunctive OR representing at-
tack model units needed to be engaged if the pursued
attack vector of backdoor implantation is that of registry
alteration while Gi+ denotes those where the backdoor is
implanted via binary executable replacement. We deduce
the adjacency square matrix AG of the 5th order from the
graph after pruning out Gi+ and Gj+:

AG =


0 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0

 (6)

We now use Equation (6) of the above matrix rows and
columns to derive attack scenarios corresponding to the
following paths:

P1 : {G4, G2, G1, G0}

P2 : {G3, G1, G0}

It is evident from the above paths that P1 is longer than
P2 because pursuance of the former calls for addressing
an additional unit of privilege escalation. However, this
does not necessarily imply that P2 is a better path than
P1 because the value of the weights of the edges might
tell otherwise depending on the metrics used.

The edge {G1, G0} represents the isthmus of graph im-
plying that failure to actualize an action associated with
this edge thwarts the backdoor attack. The action asso-
ciated with this edge is activation of RDP-based remote
access and this corresponds to the γ binary variable of
Equation (2), (3), (4) and (5). Since the value of γ in
Equation (2) is definitely false, it follows that the back-
door attack is not feasible and we therefore drop this equa-
tion for simulation considerations. Likewise, Equation (3)
reduces to the form S001(α, β, γ) = ᾱ · β̄ · γ as we drop all
the minterms with γ̄. In the same manner, Equation (4)
reduces to S010(α, β, γ) = γ (α ⊕ β) and we use Equa-
tion (5) as-is considering that it has no complemented
values of γ. This gives us a system of compact equations:

Sn(α, β, γ) =

 α · β · γ
γ (α⊕ β) where α, β, γ ∈ N2

ᾱ · β̄ · γ


We therefore base our simulations on this system of equa-
tions in the next section. We test the attack on different
combinations of literal and complemented values of the
binary variables and XORing where applicable according
to the equation.

3 Experiment Simulations

The experiment setup consist of two networks; that of
the attacker and one where the targeted hosts reside. We
build our test-bed environment in Virtual Box where we
simulate the internetwork connection and the network at-
tack itself.
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Figure 7: Experiment setup for Malware-free intrusion

The attacking agent defined in the attack model runs on
a Linux machine in the first network while the victim
hosts running different versions of the Windows operat-
ing system reside in the second network. Since Network
Level Authentication (NLA) affects the establishment of
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RDP session via remote access, we switch it on and off
by manipulating the corresponding registry keys. Our
experiment setup is shown in Figure 7 above.

We implant the backdoor by file switching method as
per α definition and registry debugger configuration as
per β definition. We further activate Terminal Services,
the service responsible for RDP-based remote access,
by changing the hexadecimal value of fDenyTSCon-
nections in the registry from 1 to 0 in the registry
path HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\SY STEM\
CurrentControlSet\Control\TerminalServer. We
likewise switch on and off NLA for different combinations
of α, β, γ for registry path HKEY LOCAL MACHINE
\SYSTEM \CurrentControlSet\Control \Terminal
Server\WinStations \RDP-Tcp by changing the key
hexadecimal value of UserAuthentication from 0 to 1.
We test the attack with different combinations of these
parameters and the results are shown in Table 2 below.

Table 2: Attack status with different parameters

Sn FileSw RegDebug RDP Reg Status

S001 X X OFF NIL

S001 0 0 ON NIL

S010 X X OFF NIL

S010 1 0 ON SUCCESS

S010 0 1 ON SUCCESS

S011 1 1 ON SUCCESS

It is evident from Table 2 that the core of the suc-
cess of this malware-free intrusion attack vector is RDP.
When RDP is OFF, the combination of the rest of the
attack parameters is irrelevant as the overall attack does
not materialize. The attack in S001 does not material-
ize despite having a state where RDP is ON because the
other two parameters which actualize the backdoor are
OFF. The “do not care ”values are represented by the
denotation X to denote that, whether the value is 1 or
0 is actually insignificant as it bears no effect on the end
result.

We further observed that with RDP on, only one of the
attack vectors of backdoor implantation is required as ev-
idenced by the XOR operation of state S010 in Table 2.
Furthermore, the presence of two implanted backdoors
by the defined attack vectors in the presence of activated
RDP adds no difference in that the attack will materialize
as if only one backdoor was implanted. However, consid-
ering that this is a malware-free intrusion, an attacker
might choose to activate both backdoors to increase the
level of persistence in the event that one backdoor is de-
tected. Now, having observed that only three states out
of the eight actually represent the status of the system
where the attack is successful, we finally deduce the over-
all attack chain for the malware-free intrusion using our
defined attack vectors. The attack chain is depicted below
in Figure 8.

The chain comprises four steps of which the first and
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Figure 8: Malware-free intrusion attack chain

second step could come in any order. The attacker can
be initiating the attack from Command and Control (C2)
servers or botnets and since this backdoor can be per-
sistent, the attacker can include the victim to their list
of C2 servers or to their botnet for further compromise.
The accessibility keystroke invocation over the network in
the third step can only work when the first two steps are
completed. Likewise, system level access over RDP-based
remote access is only feasible after materialization of the
first three steps. Skipping any of these steps thwarts the
attack.

It is worth noting that NLA [10], a security feature
introduced into later versions of the Windows operating
system to thwart Denial of Service (DOS) attacks over
an RDP session somewhat inadvertently helps mitigate
backdoor attacks discussed herein. Activating NLA af-
ter switching on RDP requires that the connecting user
avail their authentication credentials before a session is
established. We did not include activation of NLA as an
attack vector because RDP-based remote access functions
without this feature. NLA, however, has its own imple-
mentation challenges as later elaborated in this paper.

4 Bayesian and Security Assess-
ment Model

We engage the services of Bayesian network statistics to
the attack vectors defined in our attack model and at-
tack chain in the preceding sections. Attack vectors and
paths have been employed in the study of vulnerabilities
of various information systems [11, 19] and further to de-
velop probabilistic metrics of enterprise networks [6, 21].
We likewise extend and employ this technique to our as-
sessment model via the construction of a directed graph
with specific nodes and corresponding edges. We apply
the aforementioned attack vectors to the paths and the
resultant is a directed graph of an infiltration Bayesian
network shown in Figure 9 below.

Our infiltration Bayesian network is presented as a cas-
caded hierarchical graph of three levels where the topmost
level denotes the entry point of the network. The set of
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Figure 9: Infiltration Bayesian network

first entry points are attacks on the accessibility suite exe-
cutable binaries which when switched (second level) with
an executable binary (e.g. cmd.exe) capable of availing
system level access or where such a file is set as the de-
bugger (second level) for specified accessibility suite ex-
ecutable binary in the registry results into implantation
of the malware-free backdoor. We differentiate five ac-
cessibility suite binaries namely Atbroker.exe, Sethc.exe,
Utilman.exe, Narrator.exe and Magnify.exe which reside
in the %systemroot%\system32 directory. The second en-
try point of the infiltration Bayesian network is RDP ac-
tivation though the order of these entry points at this
level is of no significance as observed in the previous sec-
tion. The third and final level is system level access after
successful traversal of the appropriate paths.

We thus denote the infiltration Bayesian network
(BN) with the following parameters:

BN inf = (Ginf , Ωinf )

where Ginf is a directed graph containing nodes rep-
resentative of random variables and the links between
the nodes denoting direct dependence relationship, and
where Ωinf denotes the set of quantitative parameters
ωi of the given network for i = 1,...,n. We represent the
sequence of random variables of the given nodes as:

Sinf
r = {Bi}ni=1

where the random binary variable Bi dictates if a
pursued node i ∈ {1, ..., n} has been accessed through
the corresponding attack vector. We define the Bayesian
probability bij as the probability of accessing node i
given that node j is accessed by the pursued attack vector:

bij = Pr(Bi|Bj)

Therefore, the link set Linf , denoting a collection of
nodes through which an attack vector can be pursued
with positive probability is defined as:

Linf = {(i, j) : aij > 0, i, j ∈ {1, ...n}, i 6= j}

We further define the Bayesian probability of the network
parameter ωi as:

ωi = Pr(Bi|Φi)

where the set of parent nodes Φi = {Bj : bij > 0} and the
network parameter is a subset such that ωi ∈ Ωinf .

We now construct a table, Table 3, consisting differ-
ent security control profiles which can help address the
vulnerabilities revealed in our models. We consider four
distinct systems with seven security controls partitioned
progressively starting with a minimal set of security con-
trols. Enhanced security controls are shaded green while
average controls are shaded orange and the least controls
not shaded at all.

Security controls in the first system configuration, Sys-
tem 1, are at their minimum. There are no additional
controls integrated in the system and those controls that
come by default with the setting are left unaltered. This
is the least desirable state which would otherwise corre-
spond to state S011 of Figure 1 and subsequently Equa-
tion (5). Since the attack is a malware-free intrusion at-
tack, there is no high expectation of detection by the IDS
that be.

The security controls of the second system configura-
tion, System 2, introduce two security features. These
controls are classified as average because file integrity
check in the %systemroot%\system32 directory is not
complete. This implies the checking mechanism might not
be able to detect a backdoor implanted by the unchecked
accessibility executable binary. This might be the case
of an updated system in which the update introduces a
new the set of accessibility features not captured by the
integrity check before the update. The registry modifica-
tion detection will depend on the set of accessibility fea-
tures present and will likewise in the same manner miss
some registry modifications on the same pretext that par-
tial file integrity check fails. This corresponds to state
S001 of Figure 1 and subsequently Equation (3) where it
is possible to pursue either of the two attack vectors to
completion but not both.

The set of security controls applied in System 3 include
full file integrity check in the %systemroot%\system32 di-
rectory and full hash collision detection. This implies that
any backdoor implanted by the attack vector of file switch
will probably be detected. Furthermore, this security pro-
file includes port obscurity which obscures the RDP port
against brute-forcing attacks [24] on the default port 3389
or against the attacks initiated by automated RDP dis-
covery scripts [3].

However, for a targeted attack, the attacker will have
to go a step further to probe all ports on the system to
overcome this security control. Nonetheless, this security
profile lacks NLA which otherwise prevents establishment
of an RDP session at pre-authentication. Likewise, it does
not employ FDE with key preservation.
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Table 3: System security control profiles

System File In-
tegrity
Check

Hash
Collision
Check

Reg. Modifi-
cation Detec-
tion

NLA Port Obscurity FDE Pre-Authentication
Accessibility Features

System 1 Absent Absent Not Present Left OFF Default RDP No Default Settings
System 2 Partial Absent Not Present Turned

OFF
Default Port No Default Settings

System 3 Complete Complete Present Unchecked Obscured Port No Default Settings
System 4 Complete Complete Present Turned

ON
Obscured Port Yes All turned off

To this effect it is possible to implant the backdoor but
only via setting cmd.exe as the debugger for any of the
chosen accessibility suite executable binaries. This, in the
event that RDP is activated covertly, would correspond to
state S010 of Figure 1 denoted by Equation (4) implying
the pursuance unto completion two attack vectors which
actualize the attack.

The last security profile presents hardened security
configurations which provide the highest level secu-
rity counter measures against this malware-free intru-
sion backdoor. All binary executables in the %system-
root%\system32 directory are hashed unto completion to
verify file integrity and a hash detection computed to de-
termine any indicators of compromise in the event of a
hash collision. This entails that the malware-free back-
door cannot be implanted via this attack vector. Fur-
thermore, registry modification detection are carried out
for both backdoor implantation of setting a debugger to
an accessibility executable binary and also detection for
covert activation of RDP through the registry as elab-
orated in Section 3. In addition to port obscurity, this
security profile also enforces the usage of NLA implying
that even in an extenuating scenario where a backdoor
were to somewhat slip through slip the aforementioned
security controls of this profile, interactive console system
level access would not be attained as this would require
authentication first before session establishment as per
NLA requirement. Such a security profile is reflected by
the most secure state S000 of Figure 1 where Equation (2)
represents such as state.

Since the outcome of the attack depends on the condi-
tional probability that the present attack vector can only
be pursued unto completion, if the other related attack
vector has successfully been actualized, we can employ
conditional probabilities of Bayesian inference to evalu-
ate our assessment model. The conditional probabilities
are denoted by directed edges in the Bayesian network in
Figure 9. So we apply the security controls in Table 3 to
these edges in the formulation of our assessment model.

Since Table 3 presents security controls capable of
detecting the backdoor, we define a binary random
variable Ψ inf

i for i = 1, ..., n to denote detection of
infiltration of the corresponding i-th node. We there-
fore compute the probability of undetected infiltration as:

Pr(B) = 1−
n∏

i=1

[1− Pr(B|Bi) · Pr(Bi) · [1− Pr(Ψ inf
i )]]

and we evaluate the probability of access of the i-th node
as:

Pr(Bi) = 1−
n∏

j=1

[1− Pr(Bi|Bj) · Pr(Bj)]

for i = 1,...,n, we have:

Pr(Bi) = 1−
n∏

j=1

[1− bij · Pr(Bj)]

considering that bij = Pr(Bi|Bj). If the probability
of not detecting an attack via a given node is de-
fined as Pr(B|absence of detection), that is to mean

Pr(Ψ inf
i ) = 0, then we estimate the probability that the

implemented security controls can detect the attack as:

Pr(Ψ inf ) =
Pr(B|absence of detection)− Pr(B)

Pr(B)

We assumed the Markov property [7] in our formula-
tions that access to the i-th node depends only on its
parents and not on the history of the subsequent nodes
thereof.

Application of the model requires computation of con-
ditional probabilities for all edges in our Bayesian net-
work. We compute the probability scores of our network
using Conditional Probability Tables (CPT), representa-
tive of the strength on an influence, as shown in Table 4
below. The CPT likewise represents the probability dis-
tribution of possible states of a node of which the pre-
conditions are based on its parents’ states.

Table 4: CPT for Nodei

Φ1 Φ2 Φ3 Φ4 Node i

T/F T/F T/F T/F Pr(Bi|Bj)

Otherwise 1− Pr(Bi|Bj)

Since our malware-free intrusion attack structure is not
directly based on software vulnerability exploit, we esti-
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mate the probability of success directly in the correspond-
ing knowledge base. Therefore, to derive CPT param-
eters, we employ the use of discrete levels homologous
to those reflected in the Common Vulnerability Scoring
System (CVSS) metrics [9, 23]. In view of the aforemen-
tioned, we thus assign the following values to the condi-
tional probability: very high – assigned a value of 1, high
– assigned a value of 0.9, medium – assigned a value of
0.5, low – assigned a value of 0.1 and very low – assigned
a value of 0.01. The Table 5 below shows some selected
probability scores.

Table 5: Selected probability scores

Attack System 1 System 2 System 3 System 4

Initial
access

1 1 1 1

Reg.
modify

1 0.9 0.9 0.01

Sethc
switch

0.9 0.5 0.1 0.1

RDP ON 0.9 0.5 0.5 0.01

We assume that access to the entry node is used as
given implying that for initial system access: Pr(B1) = 1.
This is so because the spectrum of this access is so wide
that it most likely encompasses attack vectors that might
employ malware like exploit kits which is in conflict with
the approach considered in this paper.

Having evaluated the probability scores, we now
present security profile assessment results of the security
profiles from Table 3 in the following Table 6 below. The
probabilities are presented for System Level Access (SLA)
with different detection parameters.

Table 6: Security profile assessment results

Security
Profile

SLA with
detection

SLA minus
detection

SLA detec-
tion Prob.

System 1 0.88 0.99 0.1

System 2 0.85 0.97 0.12

System 3 0.26 0.49 0.47

System 4 0.002 0.005 0.5

The highest level of infiltration is echoed in system
profile 1 and 2 with probability averaging 98%. This is
explained by the lack of robust security controls as de-
picted in Table 3. On the other hand, if the attack is
detected before actual SLA, the probability is reduced as
evidenced in the third profile with relatively better secu-
rity controls as opposed to the first and second profile.
The fourth profile, with the most hardened security con-
trols, has the highest detection probability and the lowest
infiltration cases. This profile extensively employs rigor-
ous integrity checks both in the SystemRoot and Reg-
istry whilst counter-checking any indicators of compro-
mise via hash collisions. These security controls mitigate
the known attack vectors through which the accessibil-

ity backdoor is implanted and subsequently accessed with
SLA.

5 Conclusion

We have demonstrated how a security assessment model
based on Boolean Logic for security state formulation
and Bayesian inference for probability evaluation can be
used for the assessment of the security environment of a
specified scenario of malware-free intrusion. The num-
ber of attack vectors as variables of Boolean functions
have a direct influence on the attack paths and the in-
filtration thereof generated through BN. The assessment
model gives insight into the significance of the various
security controls meant to counter attacks via malware-
free intrusions. Since the characteristics of a malware-
free intrusion differs from those IDSs are accustomed to,
countering attacks via these attack vectors calls for tailor
made solutions which might otherwise not come with the
common security products.

Compared to other works on network security assess-
ment based on Bayesian models [1, 20], our work intro-
duces the use of Boolean state machines for precise rep-
resentation of security states of affected systems. Fur-
thermore, our work encompasses malware-free intrusions
which have not been explicitly inferred in Bayesian net-
works and state machines before.

Inasmuch as the collaboration of Boolean Logic and
Bayesian inference sheds more light on the constituents
of a malware-free attack, the approach also faces chal-
lenges in that there are some components of the Bayesian
network which cast a considerable level uncertainty diffi-
cult enough to be captured by Boolean Logic reasoning.
So regardless of the robustness of the implemented secu-
rity measures against attacks in this respect, it is not as
straightforward to postulate and extrapolate for certain
that the attack will not materialize as a binary response.
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